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EXPLANATION OF REDACTIONS IN THIS REPORT 

This report includes redactions requested by the Federal Housing Finance Agency 
(FHFA) and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie 
Mac). According to FHFA and Freddie Mac, the redactions are intended to 
protect from disclosure material that they consider to be confidential financial, 
proprietary business, and/or trade secret information, which Freddie Mac claims it 
would not ordinarily publicly disclose and, if disclosed, could place it at a 
competitive disadvantage. 
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SPEC?roa GENERAL 

What FHFA-OIG Found 

FHFA-OIG found that FHFA senior management did not timely 

address significant concerns raised about the loan review process 

used by Freddie Mac and its ramifications on underlying the 

settlement. Specifically, FHFA-OIG makes three findings. 

First, in mid-2010, prior to the Bank of America settlement, an 

FHFA senior examiner raised serious concerns about limitations in 

Freddie Mac's existing loan review process for mortgage repurchase 

claims, which, according to the senior examiner, could potentially 

cost Freddie Mac a considerable amount of money. Freddie Mac's 

internal auditors independently identified concerns about the process 

at the end of 2010. These concerns merited prompt attention by 

FHFA because they potentially involve significant recoveries for 

Freddie Mac and, ultimately, the taxpayers. Further, unless 

examined and addressed, the underlying problems are susceptible to 

recurrence. 

Second, FHFA did not timely act on or test the ramifications of these 

concerns prior to the Bank of America settlement. FHFA-OIG did 

not independently validate Freddie Mac's existing loan review 

process and, therefore, does not reach any final conclusion about it. 

Nevertheless, by relying on Freddie Mac's analysis of the settlement 

without testing the assumptions underlying Freddie Mac's existing 

loan review process, FHFA senior managers may have inaccurately 

estimated the risk ofloss to Freddie Mac. 

Third, following the initiation of FHFA-0! G's evaluation, FHFA, to 

its credit, suspended future Enterprise mortgage repurchase 

settlements premised on the Freddie Mac loan review process and 

set in motion activities to test the assumptions underlying the loan 

review process. Additionally, other findings tend to support the 

validity of the concerns about the process. For example, on June 6, 

2011, Freddie Mac's internal auditors issued an audit opinion that 

the Enterprise's internal governance controls over this process were 

"Unsatisfactory." Furthermore, at the end of 2010 and then again in 

mid-2011, a Freddie Mac senior manager advised the board of 

directors that the Enterprise could recover more in the future if it 

used a more expansive loan review process. 
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Federal Housing Finance Agency 

Office of Inspector General 

Washington, DC 

PREFACE 

FHF A-OIG was established by the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008 (Public Law 
No. 110-289) (HERA), which amended the Inspector General Act of 1978 (Public Law No. 95-
452). FHFA-OIG is authorized to conduct audits, investigations, and other activities of the 
programs and operations of FHF A; to recommend policies that promote economy and efficiency 
in the administration of such programs and operations; and to prevent and detect fraud and abuse 
in them. This evaluation is one in a series of audits, evaluations, and special reports published as 
part ofFHFA-OIG's oversight responsibilities. It is intended to assess FHFA's review and 
approval of Freddie Mac's settlement of mortgage repurchase claims with Bank of America. 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are government-sponsored enterprises that support the nation's 
housing finance system through the secondary mortgage market. The Enterprises purchase 
mortgages from loan sellers, such as banks, which can then use the sales proceeds to originate 
additional mortgages. The Enterprises either hold the loans in their investment portfolios or pool 
them into mortgage-backed securities (MBS) that they sell to investors. The proceeds of such 
sales, in tum, fund additional purchases of loans on the secondary market. In 2010, with the 
housing crisis continuing, federal government-supported entities collectively controlled 96% of 
the secondary mortgage market. 1 The Enterprises alone accounted for 70% of the market. 

In September 2008, due to mounting mortgage-related losses, the Enterprises were placed into 
conservatorships overseen by FHF A, pursuant to HERA. At the same time, the Department of 
the Treasury agreed to provide financial support to the Enterprises and, to date, has invested over 
$162 billion of public funds in them to offset their losses and prevent their insolvency.2 As 

1 FHFA, Conservator's Report on the Enterprises' Financial Performance: Fourth Quarter 2010, at 5, available at 
www.tbfa.gov/webfiles/21169/Conservator's Report_ 4Q_ 4_20_11.pdf. The Government National Mortgage 
Association, the other federal government-supported entity, accounted for 26% of the secondary mortgage market. 

2 Federal Housing Finance Agency, "Data as of June 9, 2011, on Treasury and Federal Reserve Purchase Programs 
for GSE and Mortgage-Related Securities." 
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conservator, FHF A has assumed responsibility for the conservation and preservation of the assets 

of each Enterprise. 

When a lender or other entity sells a mortgage to either Enterprise, it promises that the loan 

complies with certain representations and warranties - principally, that the eligibility of the 
property and the creditworthiness of the borrower are characterized accurately in the loan 
documents at the time of origination. If the purchasing Enterprise later discovers that the loan 

contains a defect (for instance, that the value of the property securing the loan was materially 
lower than described in the loan paperwork, or that the borrower did not have the income stated 
on the loan application), then the Enterprise has the contractual right to require the seller to 

repurchase the loan at its full face value or to indemnify the Enterprise for losses incurred. The 

mortgage repurchase process therefore provides an important means for the Enterprises to 
mitigate their credit-related losses on foreclosed mortgages and potentially limit taxpayer 

exposure to losses as well. Moreover, because the Enterprises typically do not examine the 
mortgages they purchase for such defects prior to purchasing them, their repurchase rights 
represent their principal defense against defective loans and the risks they pose. 

In late December 2010, FHFA's Acting Director, in his capacity as the Enterprises' conservator, 

approved two repurchase settlement agreements between the Enterprises and Bank of America 
totaling $2.87 billion ($1.35 billion for Freddie Mac and $1.52 billion for Fannie Mae). Freddie 
Mac's settlement resolved most past, present, and (with limited exceptions) future repurchase 
issues associated with 787 ,000 loans sold to the Enterprise by Countrywide Financial 
(Countrywide). Bank of America purchased Countrywide in 2008. By contrast, Fannie Mae's 

settlement with Bank of America covered only past and present claims, not future ones. The 
Freddie Mac settlement could serve as a precedent for future repurchase settlements involving 
large financial institutions that sold significant numbers of loans to the Enterprise. 

Although the Enterprises' mortgage repurchase settlements initially generated positive publicity 
for Bank of America, Members of Congress and others soon raised concerns about the 

settlement's adequacy.3 Accordingly, FHFA-OIG began to survey the settlements in greater 

detail. While the survey was under way, two individuals independently provided FHF A-OIG 
with information raising significant concerns about the Freddie Mac-Bank of America 
settlement. Based on those concerns, FHF A-OIG prioritized its review and commenced this 

evaluation. 

3 For example, on January 7, 2011, four Representatives on the House Financial Services Committee wrote to 
FHFA's Acting Director seeking greater detail on the terms of the settlements. 
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FHF A-OIG makes three findings: 

1. In mid-2010, prior to the Bank of America settlement, an FHF A senior examiner 4 

raised significant concerns about limitations in Freddie Mac's existing loan review 
process for mortgage repurchase claims, which, according to the senior examiner, 
could potentially cost Freddie Mac "billions of dollars of losses." Freddie Mac's 
internal auditors independently identified concerns about the process at the end of 

2010. These concerns merited prompt attention by FHF A because they potentially 
involve considerable recoveries for Freddie Mac and, ultimately, the taxpayers. 
Further, unless examined and addressed, the underlying problems are susceptible to 

recurrence in future settlements. 

2. FHFA did not timely act on or test the ramifications of the senior examiner's 
concerns prior to the Bank of America settlement. FHF A-OIG did not independently 

validate Freddie Mac's existing loan review process and, therefore, does not reach 
any final conclusion about it. Nevertheless, by relying on Freddie Mac's analysis of 
the settlement without testing the assumptions underlying the Enterprise's existing 

loan review process, FHF A senior managers may have inaccurately estimated the risk 
of loss to Freddie Mac. 

3. After this evaluation began, FHF A, to its credit, suspended future Enterprise 
mortgage repurchase settlements premised on the Freddie Mac loan review process 
and set in motion activities to test the concerns raised about the process. In addition, 
Freddie Mac's internal auditors continued to review the issue, and on June 6, 2011, 

issued an audit opinion that the Enterprise's internal corporate governance controls 
over this process were "Unsatisfactory." Furthermore, at the end of2010 and then 
again in mid-2011, a Freddie Mac senior manager advised the board of directors that 

the Enterprise could recover additional money in the future through a more expansive 
loan review process. Currently, FHF A and Freddie Mac are analyzing the loan 
review process to determine whether greater recoveries in the future are possible. 

FHF A-OIG believes that the recommendations in this report will result in more economical, 

effective, and efficient operations. FHF A-OIG appreciates the assistance of all those who 

contributed to the preparation of this report. 

4 For the purpose of this evaluation, within FHF A: staffers, examiners, and senior examiners report to managers; 
managers report to senior managers; and senior managers report to the FHF A Acting Director. Within Freddie Mac, 
senior managers report to the Chief Executive Officer. 
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This evaluation was led by David Z. Seide, Director of Special Projects; Timothy Lee, Senior 
Financial Advisor; and Bruce Mc Williams, Investigative Evaluator. This evaluation report has 
been distributed to Congress, the Office of Management and Budget, and others and will be 

posted on FHFA-OIG's website, www.fhfaoig.gov. 

Richard Parker 

Acting Deputy Inspector General for Evaluations 
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BACKGROUND 

About the Enterprises and FHFA 

To fulfill their obligations to provide liquidity to the mortgage finance system, Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac support what is commonly known as the secondary mortgage market. The 
Enterprises purchase from loan sellers residential mortgages that meet their underwriting criteria. 

The loan sellers can then use the sales proceeds to originate additional mortgages. The 
Enterprises can hold the mortgages in their portfolios or package them into MBS that are, in turn, 
sold to investors. In exchange for a fee, the Enterprises guarantee that investors will receive 
timely payment of principal and interest on their investments. 

HERA provides FHF A with broad authority as the Enterprises' conservator to conserve and 
preserve Enterprise assets and to control and direct their finances and operations. FHF A has 

exercised that authority by, among other things, requiring FHF A pre-approval of certain 
categories of Enterprise business operations such as settlements of claims exceeding $50 million. 
In this regard, FHF A seeks to ensure that these high-dollar settlements are in the best interests of 

the Enterprises and the taxpayers. 

For the purpose of this evaluation, two offices within FHFA, which report to FHFA's Acting 
Director, are relevant: the Office of Conservatorship Operations (OCO) and the Division of 
Enterprise Regulation (DER). OCO coordinates all activities concerning conservatorship issues. 
In this case, it took the lead in coordinating FHFA's review and approval of the Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac repurchase settlements with Bank of America. DER is an organizational unit 

comprised of FHF A examiners who have in-depth knowledge of Enterprise operations and credit 
risk work. 

Overview of the Mortgage Repurchase Process 

Designed to mitigate potential credit losses, the Enterprises' underwriting standards for loans 

they purchase are established in their federal charters and company policies. Lenders and other 
entities that sell mortgages to the Enterprises are contractually required to "represent and 
warrant" that, at the time of their origination, the loans they sell comply with the Enterprises' 

underwriting standards. 5 

5 These representations and warranties are detailed in Freddie Mac's Single Family Seller/Servicer Guide and Fannie 
Mae's Selling Guide. 
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The Enterprises have established ongoing, post-purchase quality review processes to verify that 
the loans they purchase conform to their underwriting standards. If an Enterprise determines that 

a loan did not conform to its underwriting standards at the time of the loan's origination, then the 
Enterprise may require loan seller to repurchase the loan at full face value or to indemnify the 
Enterprise for any losses incurred. For example, the Enterprises review mortgages (the majority 
of which have gone into foreclosure) to determine whether the representations and warranties 
included in them were correct and in compliance with their underwriting standards. Based on 

such analysis, the Enterprises determine whether to request that loan sellers repurchase defective 
mortgages. 

To date, the Enterprises have recovered billions of dollars through their assertion ofrepurchase 

claims. For instance, as of January 2011 Freddie Mac had received repurchase payments from 
loan sellers on about 8% of approximately one million loans that it had purchased that were then 

in foreclosure.6 As of June 30, 2011, Freddie Mac had outstanding repurchase claims on loans 
with a combined unpaid principal balance of $3.1 billion.7 

Changes in Mortgage Lending Practices During the Housing Boom 

With the unprecedented growth in the United States housing market during the 2005 to 2007 
housing boom, the quality of loans originated and sold to the Enterprises deteriorated 
substantially.8 Before the boom, the mortgage market largely consisted of fixed rate, amortizing 
loans, such as 30-year fixed rate mortgages requiring equal payments each month over the life of 
the loan, and adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs) that incorporated features to protect borrowers 
from excessive fluctuations in monthly payments (such as "caps" limiting the amount by which 
the mortgage's interest rate can rise over the life of the loan). 

However, from 2005 through 2007 there was a substantial increase in non-traditional mortgage 
products. These products had significantly enhanced risk profiles compared to more traditional 
mortgage products. First, they often included inherently risky attributes, such as significantly 

curtailed verification of borrowers' incomes and assets. Second, non-traditional loans appear to 
have significant percentages of representations and warranties defects. 9 

6 Freddie Mac QC Disposition of Foreclosures by Funding Year, dated 1111/11. 

7 Freddie Mac Update August 2011, at 16, available at www.freddiemac.com/investors/pdffiles/investor
presentation. pdf. 

8 Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission, Financial Crisis Inquiry Report (FCIC Report), at 178-79 (2011 ). 

9 Freddie Mac data summarizing housing boom era loans eligible for repurchase claims show that for loans 
originated in 2006, 2007, and 2008, 18.4%, 20.6%, and 23.4% respectively were "ineligible," meaning that Freddie 
Mac considered these loans potentially good candidates for repurchase claims. Freddie Mac Document, "NPL QC 
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